
 

 

PATTERN   DAN GUN 

 

NO. OF MOVEMENTS  21 

 

NO. OF STANCES  3 

 

INTERPRETATION Dan Gun is named after the Holy Dan Gun, the legendary founder of 

Korea in the Year 2333BC. 
 

READY POSITION Parallel Ready Stance  NARANI JUNBI SOGI 
 

 

Student starts standing on line AB at C and facing D 

 

 

 

 

 

DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 

MOVE DESCRIPTION KOREAN 

Start Parallel ready stance Narani junbi sogi 

1. Turn head to face B, move the left foot 90° to B, turning anti-clockwise to form 

a right L-Stance toward B while executing a middle section knife-hand guarding 

block. 

niunja so kaunde 

sonkal daebi makgi 

2. Move the right foot to B forming a right walking stance toward B while 

executing a high punch to B with the right fist. 

gunnun so ap joomuk 

nopunde baro ap 

jirugi 

3. Turn head to face A, move the right foot 180° to A, turning clockwise to form a 

left L-Stance toward A while executing a middle section knife-hand guarding 

block. 

niunja so kaunde 

sonkal daebi makgi 

4. Move the left foot to A forming a left walking stance toward A while executing 

a high punch to A with the left fist. 

gunnun so ap joomuk 

nopunde baro ap 

jirugi 

5. Turn head to face D, move the left foot 90° to D, turning anti-clockwise to form 

a left walking stance toward D while executing a low block to D with the left 

forearm. 

gunnun so bakat 

palmok najunde 

makgi 

6. Move the right foot to D forming a right walking stance toward D while 

executing a high punch to D with the right fist. 

gunnun so ap joomuk 

nopunde baro ap 

jirugi 

7. Move the left foot to D forming a left walking stance toward D while executing 

a high punch to D with the left fist. 

gunnun so ap joomuk 

nopunde baro ap 

jirugi 

8. Move the right foot to D forming a right walking stance toward D while 

executing a high punch to D with the right fist. 

gunnun so ap joomuk 

nopunde baro ap 

jirugi 

9. Turn head to face E, move the left foot 90° to E turning anti-clockwise to form a 

right L-stance toward E while executing a twin forearm block. 

niunja so sang palmok 

makgi 

10. Move the right foot to E forming a right walking stance toward E while 

executing a high punch to E with the right fist. 

gunnun so ap joomuk 

nopunde baro ap 

jirugi 

11. Turn head to face F, move the left foot 180° to F turning anti-clockwise to form 

a right L-stance toward F while executing a twin forearm block. 

niunja so sang palmok 

makgi 

12. Move the left foot to F forming a left walking stance toward F while executing a 

high punch to F with the left fist. 

gunnun so ap joomuk 

nopunde baro ap 



jirugi 

13. Turn head to face C, move the left foot 90° to C turning anti-clockwise to form 

a left walking stance toward C while executing a low block to A with the left 

outer forearm. 

gunnan so bakat 

palmok najunde 

makgi 

14. On the spot perform an outer forearm rising block (perform 13 and 14 in a 

continuous movement with hip twist). 

bakat palmok 

chookyo makgi 

15. Move the right foot to C forming a right walking stance toward C while 

executing a rising block with the right outer forearm. 

gunnun so bakat 

palmok chookyo 

makgi 

16. Move the left foot to C forming a left walking stance toward C while executing 

a rising block with the left outer forearm. 

gunnun so bakat 

palmok chookyo 

makgi 

17. Move the right foot to C forming a right walking stance toward C while 

executing a rising block with the right outer forearm. 

gunnun so bakat 

palmok chookyo 

makgi 

18. Turn head to face B, move the left foot 90° to B turning anti-clockwise to form 

a right L-stance toward B while executing a knife-hand side strike. 

gunnun so kaunde 

sonkal yop taerigi 

19. Move the right foot to B forming a right walking stance toward B while 

executing a high punch to B with the right fist. 

gunnun so ap joomuk 

nopunde baro ap 

jirugi 

20. Turn head to face A, move the right foot 180° to A turning clockwise to form a 

left L-stance toward A while executing a knife-hand side strike. 

gunnun so kaunde 

sonkal yop taerigi 

21. Move the left foot to A forming a left walking stance toward A while executing 

a high punch to A with the left fist. 

gunnun so ap joomuk 

nopunde baro ap 

jirugi 

End Bring the left foot back to a ready posture  

 

 

High obverse punch  NOPUNDE BARO JURIGI 

Knife hand guarding block SONKAL DAEBI MAKGI  

Twin forearm block  SANG PALMOK MAKGI 

Rising Block   CHOOKYO MAKGI 

Knife Hand Side Strike SONKAL YOP TAERIGI 

3 step Sparring  SAMBO MATSOKI 

Inward moving  ANERO 

Outward moving  BAKERO 

Upward moving  OLLYO 

 

Why do we practise pre-arranged sparring? To improve focus, distance and timing against a constant attack. 
 

KICK    CHAGI   TOOL 
SIDE    YOP    BALKAL 

TURNING    DOLLYO   APKUMCHI 

SPINNING SIDE   DWIT    BALKAL 

 

GREEN signifies the plants growth as the Tae Kwon Do seed begins to 

develop, so the student’s skill develops.  


